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It's a fairly clever resolution, though the show-down scene looks at first to be something of a Keystone Cops
routine before then turning into the overly-dramatic confrontation scene that Rankin so often insists upon and
so rarely does really convincingly. All the various ways in which he could improve the quality of his life -
which boil down essentially to his being less impossible - are somehow unthinkable. There is no ludic or
ironic component to the series, just as there is none to Rebus himself; the books do not experiment with the
crime-novel form, and do not make any kind of distancing or Post-Modern gestures towards it. Since that
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children's homes, vigilantism a nicely caustic, independent-minded portrait , chequebook journalism, the
redevelopment of the dockside area in Leith. The lack of an attempt to be endearing is perhaps Rebus's best
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